1. NS2-M1C1S1:LQ3
   _________ was the greatest Phoenician colony and main opponent of Rome.
   A. Athens
   B. Carthage
   C. Crete
   D. Cyprus

2. NS2-M1C1S1:LQ7
   The period of Western European history from 476-1050 A.D. known as _________.
   A. The Dark Ages
   B. The Age of Enlightenment
   C. Post Occupation
   D. Interwar Period

3. NS2-M1C1S2:LQ7
   Where was the first successful British colony in North America established?
   A. Maryland
   B. Massachusetts
   C. North Carolina
   D. Virginia

4. NS2-M1C2S1:LQ2
   The first casualties of the American Revolution resulted from a dispute over _________.
   A. land
   B. civil rights
   C. taxes
   D. alcohol

5. NS2-M1C2S2:LQ6
   As the Bonhomme Richard, the ship of _________, began to sink, what did he say?
   A. James Lawrence; “I have not yet begun to fight!”
   B. John Paul Jones; “I have not yet begun to fight!”
   C. James Lawrence; “Fight her 'til she sinks, but don't give up the ship!”
   D. John Paul Jones; “If this war should continue, I wish to have the most active part in it!”

6. NS2-M1C3S1:LQ4
   _________ was appointed as the first Secretary of the Navy on 30 April, _________.
   A. George Washington; 1789
   B. John Adams; 1794
   C. Benjamin Stoddert; 1798
   D. Alexander Stockham; 1799
7 NS2-M1C3S1:LQ6
Lieutenant Stephen Decatur Jr. was the youngest man to be given the rank of Captain. Which of the following did he accomplish? (Choose all that apply; then push the ENTER button.)

A Convinced the Emperor of Morocco to honor its treaty with the United States.
B Established the port of Tripoli.
C Destroyed the American ship Philadelphia.
D Sailed the Intrepid into the Tripoli harbor.
E Captured the Croyable from the French.

8 NS2-M1C3S2:LQ6
Why was the victory for the USS Constitution a huge boost in morale?

A The Constitution was weak in structure after rotting in water.
B The Constitution defeated a French squadron.
C It proved the U.S. could prevail in hand-to-hand battle.
D The U.S. had had many defeats in land battles.

9 NS2-M1C3S3:LQ6
Label the product for each leg of the Triangular Trade.

A A=Molasses, B=Rum, C=Slaves
B A=Rum, B=Molasses, C=Slaves
C A=Slaves, B=Rum, C=Molasses
D A=Rum, B=Slaves, C=Molasses

10 NS2-M1C1S1:LQ4
Why did the Clipper ship industry collapse? (Input all that apply, then push the ENTER button.)

A Completion of railroads
B Advancement in navigation devices
C The invention of the telegraph
D The expense of maintenance
11 NS2-M1C4S1:LQ3
__________ stipulated that a balance between slave and free states had to be maintained, as new states entered.

__________ made it possible for slavery to be introduced into any new territory based on the decision of the residents.

A  The Kansas-Nebraska Act; The Missouri Compromise
B  The Virginia-Plan Act; The Missouri Compromise
C  The Virginia-Plan Act; The Kansas-Nebraska Act
D  The Missouri Compromise; The Kansas-Nebraska Act

12 NS2-M1C4S1:LQ4
Lincoln won the election with no Southern electoral votes. What percent of the popular vote did he win? (Input the correct number; do not include a comma; then push the ENTER button.)

13 NS2-M1C4S1:LQ5
Most career enlisted soldiers sided with the ________.

A  Union
B  Confederacy

14 NS2-M1C4S2:LQ4
CSS Virginia is to Confederate as ________ is to Union.

A  Merrimack
B  CSS Arkansas
C  USS Washington
D  USS Monitor

15 NS2-M1C4S2:LQ5
During the Battle of Antietam Creek, ________ was forced to withdraw from Maryland.

A  General Lee
B  LT Jones
C  LT Greene
D  General McClellan

16 NS2-M1C4S2:LQ8
The battle at _____ was the bloodiest battle of the war, with Confederate forces being led by General ________ and Union forces being led by General ________.

A  Gettysburg; Lee; Meade
B  Shiloh; Johnston; Grant
C  Chickamauga; Bragg/Longstreet; Rosecrans/Thomas
D  Antietam; Lee; McClellan
17 NS2-M1C4S3:LQ3
__________ were designed to ram Union vessels with a spar armed with a charge of gunpowder.
   A  Pounder Parrott
   B  Seacoast Mortar
   C  Hunley
   D  David

18 NS2-M1C4S3:LQ6
What did Admiral Farragut’s mean by his order “Damn the torpedoes”?
   A  He was unsure of what to do, therefore he had to hesitate.
   B  He wanted to continue with the planned course of action.
   C  He wanted to open fire on the Confederate ships.
   D  He was frustrated by the Confederate mines, thus “damning” them.

19 NS2-M1C4S3:LQ2
During the Civil War the Navy grew and innovative weapons were developed. About how much was spent on the war?
   A  $1 million
   B  $100 million
   C  $500 million
   D  $5 billion

20 NS2-M1C5S1:LQ3
Albert Michelson was a Naval Academy Instructor who won the Nobel Prize in 1907 for discovering what?
   A  the speed of light
   B  conduction of gases by electricity
   C  equation of the state for gases and liquids
   D  wireless telegraphy

21 NS2-M1C5S1:LQ7
Who gave the command, “You may fire when you are ready.”
   A  Gridley
   B  Dewey
   C  Montojo
   D  Cervera

22 NS2-M1C5S2:LQ2
The Battle of Santiago de Cuba resulted in a decisive victory for the US Navy and the complete destruction of the Spanish fleet.
   A  True
   B  False
23 NS2-M1C5S2:LQ6
What was the intent and/or result of Roosevelt’s Great White Fleet? (Input all that apply, then push the ENTER button.)

A  Impress the Japanese with American military power.
B  Training.
C  Realization of a need for coaling stations worldwide.
D  Symbolize peace.

24 NS2-M1C5S2:LQ7
The Panama Canal would mean ships would no longer need to take the dangerous journey around ________.

A  Cuba
B  South America
C  Panama
D  Puerto Rico

25 NS2-M1C6S1:LQ2
What was the main focus of President Taft and Wilson’s administrations?

A  acquisition of land dominated by the British
B  domestic affairs
C  foreign diplomacy
D  dominance of the seas

26 NS2-M1C6S1:LQ3
President Wilson wanted the U.S. to stay neutral, but most Americans supported ________ and ________.

A  Italy; France
B  Serbia; Britain
C  France; Germany
D  Britain; France

27 NS2-M1C6S1:LQ7
Mustafa Kemal founded ________.

A  Albania
B  Republic of Ghana
C  Turkish Republic
D  Gallipoli

28 NS2-M1C6S2:LQ2
President Wilson had been re-elected on a campaign platform of ________

A  staying out of war.
B  halting the shipbuilding program.
C  plans for attacks on Germany.
D  the urgency of the development of weapons for warfare.
29 NS2-M1C6S2:LQ3
In February 1915, Germany declared waters around _________ and __________ a war zone.

   A   Germany; France
   B   Ireland; Spain
   C   Norway; Britain
   D   Britain; Ireland

30 NS2-M1C6S2:LQ7
On 9 November 1918, Kaiser Wilhelm II ________.

   A   released 200 additional U-boats
   B   ordered the execution of 25,000 Marines
   C   pulled all German troops out of Russia
   D   ran away

31 NS2-M1C8S1:LQ3
What was the main weakness of the Maginot line?

   A   It was underground.
   B   It was immobile.
   C   There were not enough men.
   D   It was too long.

32 NS2-M1C8S1:LQ5
Who said, “Never in the field of human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few”?

   A   DeGaulle
   B   Maginot
   C   Hitler
   D   Churchill

33 NS2-M1C8S1:LQ6
Which of the following is correct about the Vichy Government? (Input all that apply, then push the ENTER button.)

   A   Provisional capital of unoccupied France (1940 - 1942)
   B   Established by Hitler in 1940.
   C   Never recognized by the Axis Powers.
   D   Actually controlled by the Germans.
   E   Forces aligned with the Axis Powers.
Admiral Dönitz supervised construction of new U-boat bases along the French coast. He ordered his crews to __________.

A pursue and capture  
B defend, attack if necessary  
C pursue, attack, and destroy  
D pursue, capture, and torture

Which of the following enabled the Allies to increase their advantage in the fight against U-boats? (Input all that apply, then push the ENTER button.)

A improved radar  
B intercepting Dönitz’ orders to the U-boats  
C effective coastal air patrols  
D escorts and hunter-killer groups  
E addition of snorkels to U-boats

Operation Torch was considered a success.

A True  
B False

Where did American forces land during the Invasion of Normandy?

A Utah  
B Omaha  
C Juno  
D All of the above  
E A and B

The U.S. Navy’s role in the invasion of Normandy fell under Operation ______, commanded by Admiral ______.

A Neptune; Kirk  
B Amphibian; James  
C Scuttlebutt; Spock  
D Seabee; Montgomery

How many assault forces did the U.S. Navy land on Utah and Omaha beaches? (Input the correct number; do not include a comma; then push the ENTER button)
40. NS2-M1C8S4:LQ2

__________ were the most deadly German weapon during the Normandy invasion.

A. torpedoes
B. sub-machine guns
C. remote-controlled grenades
D. mines

41. NS2-M1C8S4:LQ3

__________ mines were detonated by magnetic, acoustic or pressure signatures of passing ships.

A. Contact
B. Remote
C. Influence
D. Sonic

42. NS2-M1C8S4:LQ7

The Battle of the Bulge was the second largest land battle of WWII in which the U.S. participated.

A. True
B. False

43. NS2-M1C9S1:LQ2

Which of the following were significant events which led Japan to war with the United States? (Input all that apply, then push the ENTER button.)

A. Japan resigned from League of Nations
B. Japan renewed war against China
C. U.S. cancelled trade agreements with Japan
D. U.S. denied Japan’s use of Panama Canal

44. NS2-M1C9S1:LQ3

In 1939, Japan suffered heavy losses when they entered a 6-month undeclared war with

A. United States
B. Britain
C. China
D. Russia

45. NS2-M1C9S1:LQ5

World War II in the Pacific would show battleships to be the most dominant naval weapon in history.

A. True
B. False
46 NS2-M1C9S1:LQ6
Who said, “I fear that all we have done is awaken a sleeping giant, and fill it with a desire for vengeance”?

A President Roosevelt
B Admiral Nimitz
C Admiral Yamamoto
D General Tojo
E None of the above

47 NS2-M1C9S2:LQ2
Which of the following is true about the Battle of the Coral Sea? (Input all that apply, then push the ENTER button.)

A It was the first time the Japanese intercepted U.S. code.
B The Japanese lost approximately 500 men.
C After landing at Port Moresby, American troops suffered massive losses.
D It took place completely from the air.

48 NS2-M1C9S2:LQ3
Japanese strategy was for a short war with definitive __________ battles before U.S. __________ strength could build.

A sea; industrial
B sea; naval
C air; industrial
D air; naval

49 NS2-M1C9S2:LQ5
Why did Admiral Fletcher move two task forces to within 200 miles northeast of Midway?

A He did not want to encounter Yamamoto’s fleet.
B “Magic” confirmed “AF” was code for Pearl Harbor.
C He was meeting up with a fleet of cruisers.
D Naval intelligence confirmed Midway was the target of the Japanese.

50 NS2-M1C9S2:LQ8
What was the turning point of the Pacific War?

A Pearl Harbor
B Battle of the Coral Sea
C Battle Of Midway
D Japanese occupation of Kiska
E Sinking of Yorktown
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